Perfect Fit blinds
Features
Perfect Fit Pleated, Venetian and Roller blinds are designed for most uPVC
windows, doors and conservatory sides. Features include:

No holes drilled into windows or door
Easy to install and remove:
Frame fits to brackets located between the window seal and glazing.
Easily removed for cleaning.

Stylish and contemporary appearance:
Ideal for conservatory sides and most uPVC windows and doors.
Leaves window sills clutter free.

Enhances light control and privacy:
Blind fits over the glazed area and the Perfect Fit frame covers light gaps.

Options
Brackets:

18, 20, 24 and 30mm

Profile:

White (W), Brown (B), Golden Oak (GO)
White (WH), Grey (GY) available for Roller blinds in a Perfect Fit
frame in a Velux® window

Blinds:

Tab Pleated blinds
Minimum width: 15cm, maximum width: up to 220cm
Minimum drop: 8cm, maximum drop: up to 150cm
Maximum sq. area: 2.2m2
Tab 25mm Venetian blinds
Minimum width: 25cm, maximum width: 130cm
Minimum drop: 20cm, maximum drop: 200cm
Maximum sq. area: 2.2m2
Up to and including 102cm wide: 1 tab fitted to bottom rail
102.1cm to 130cm wide: 2 tabs fitted to bottom rail
Corded 25mm Venetian blinds
Minimum width: 25cm, maximum width: 400cm
Minimum drop: 8cm, maximum drop: 301cm
Roller blinds
Minimum width: 35cm, maximum width: 140cm
Minimum drop: 15cm, maximum drop: 200cm
Please refer to the Perfect Fit Roller specification sheet for
individual fabric specifications.
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Ordering
Please supply specification on the order form as shown below

Write dimensions to
the nearest 0.1cm

Circle Venetian
type required
(T=tab, C=corded)

Write the fabric name and colourway required
NB. do not abbreviate

Write the slat
colourway required
NB. do not abbreviate

Write
dimensions
to the
nearest
0.1cm

Circle bracket
size required

Circle
Venetian
control
position
required

Circle
bracket size
required

Circle
profile
colour
required

Circle
colour
profile
required

Circle
packing
piece size
required

Circle
packing
piece size
required

Each blind
must be
individually
priced

Each blind
must be
individually
priced

Circle raise/lower control
position (if required)

Write dimensions to
the nearest 0.1cm

Enter Velux®
code here

Write the fabric name and colourway required
NB. do not abbreviate

If code not known
enter glazing
dimensions to the
nearest 0.1cm

Circle bracket
size required

Write the fabric name and colourway required
NB. do not abbreviate

Circle
profile
colour
required

Circle
packing
piece size
required

Circle
profile
colour
required

Each blind
must be
individually
priced

Each blind
must be
individually
priced
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Preparation
Before you begin, ensure there is a 6mm clearance all around the outside of
the window beading to allow enough room for the Perfect Fit framework. Also
check that the seals of the window frame do not protrude over the glass
more than 6mm and that they are compressible. You can then take a bead to
bead measurement.
If the seals are not compressible (solid) and do not protrude over the glass by
more than 6mm you can then take a seal to seal measurement.

Measuring Instructions
Step 1 - Measure glass size
Measure the width and the drop of your window size accurately. We
recommend that you measure in both corners and the middle of your window
and use the smallest size taken.

Step 2 - Measure window depth
Measure the depth of the window using a ruler/straight edge and a tape
measure. This gives you the measurement from the face of the window frame
to the glass (this is normally 18mm, 20mm, 24mm or 30mm) and will
determine the size of the window fixing brackets you will use.
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Assembly
There is a simple assembly procedure to follow before installing the
Perfect Fit blind.
1. Carefully unwrap the blind components and depending on the blind type,
unravel all guides and control cords. The top and bottom parts of the
frame will be attached together with cable.
Lay out the blind face down on a clean, even surface.

2. Select the left hand frame component and guide onto the exposed arm
of the bottom left corner joint.

3. Slide the frame along the arm until secure. Repeat the process on the top
left hand corner joint.
Now follow the same procedure for the right hand frame.
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4. Once the frame is complete tighten the securing screws attached to each
corner joint.

Additional assembly instructions for Tab Venetian
1. When assembling the side rails you will experience some tension.
2. Ensure that the side cords are free from the corner pieces when
assembling the frame.
3. Once the blind and frame is assembled you may need to re-tension the
blind before fitting.

Tensioning guidelines
Only adjust the tension on the screw which is not attached to the spring.
DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE SCREW

Your Perfect Fit blind is now ready to be fitted.
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Fitting the Perfect Fit frame to a window frame
Insert window fixing brackets
1. If required, apply lubricant in the form of washing up liquid to the flat
base of the window fixing bracket prior to insertion of the bracket
between window and rubber seal. For the correct spacing distance of the
brackets (85mm), place the measuring card into a corner of the window.

2. Line up the window fixing bracket at the base of the card (or top of the
card depending upon which corner of the window you are working) and
fit the bracket by pushing it between the glass and the rubber seal on
the window.

3. Using the measuring card guarantees a perfect line up for each of the
holes in your frame with each of the brackets.
Fit any intermediate brackets accordingly. Clean excess lubricant from
window surface prior to fixing frame to brackets.

Insert window fixing brackets into Velux® windows
Fit the bracket into the seal immediately behind the beading. This should
provide a 1-2mm gap between the bracket and the glass.
If you fit the bracket up against the glass, the blind will not click into place.

Velux® window spacer blocks
Spacer blocks will be supplied with all Perfect Fit Roller blinds for Velux®
windows. However they will only be needed for the following Velux® window
types: GGU, GPU and GHL. They allow for clearance of the blind from the
window handle.
Fit the spacer blocks into the punched holes on the inside top of the Perfect
Fit Roller frame.
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4. Line up the holes in the frame with the window fixing brackets.

5. Firmly press the frame onto each bracket, one side at a time.

6. Your blind is now installed

Pleated blind

Venetian blind

Roller blind
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Packing pieces for window handles
Blinds fitted to windows with handles may require packing pieces to be
inserted between the framework and the handle.
This is to stop the handle from touching the frame when operated. There are
two different lengths available.
1. Lift the handle to an upright position and remove the screw caps.

2. Unscrew the handle from the frame.

3. Place the packing piece(s) in between the handle and the frame.

4. Re-fit the handle.
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Perfect Fit Removal
1. To remove the frame from the window, raise the blind to a completely
open position.

2. Release the frame from each bracket by inserting a flat headed screw
driver into the hole and depress against the lip of the brackets.

3. Remove one side at a time to ensure easier removal.
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Operation Guidelines
Perfect Fit Roller blinds
To release the blind, rock the handle backwards. The blind is then free to open
and close.

To lock the blind into position, rock the handle forwards.

Perfect Fit Tab Venetian blinds
When raising and lowering, please ensure that the bottom bar moves
parallel to the frame to avoid the slats of the blind looking uneven.
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